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Police Seek Unknown
Man who Telephoned
About Murdered Victim
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Negro Heroes Of
Bygone Days To
Relive In Series
The exciting lives of outstanding American Negroes,
who lived, fought and died
for Civil Rights in bygone
days will be relived in a
series of featured stories
which will start in the TriState Defender next week.
The series have been
compiled by the National
NAACP under the title of
"Heroes of Emancipation."
History of the Negro's
long struggle for "firstclass-citizenship" in America, will be revealed in this
series. Many names of Negroes who did outstanding
work in the Civil Rights
field in this country a century ago and longer will be
revealed to the general
public for the first time.

The person who called the
Memphis Police department on
1Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 29.
labout 4:25 o'clock and td
the switchboard o per a t or
about a man running from the
rear of 1056 Peach street may
be able to provide information
which would result in the so
lution of one of the most heinous crimes committed in Memphis for several years.
Homicide Capt. E. C. Swann 46
requests that the person who
made the call contact him immediately.
The victim was Robert
Long, 55-year-old employe of
Tennison Brothers, Inc., who
was found dead by a roomer,
M. C. Buchanan, about two
hours after the anonymous
0..i•'
call was made. Buchanan ar..iliLON G
,
RoRt
work
from
6:25
rived home at
until two hours later. Capt. E. C. Swann is at Choctaw, Inc.
enough to kill him. The vicMURDER COMMITTED HERE— An
Mr. Long had been tied up tim was killed in a middle
asking the man who called the station to
alert citizen called police when he taw somewith a rope with his hands bedroom on the east side of
contact him at once about the matter. Inone run from the rear of this house at 1056
behind his back, and the rope the house.
formation gi‘en will be kept confidential.
Peach street last week, but he failed to rewrapped around his feet, and
Although he never flashed
Standing on porch is Gradie Long. brother
main there to give details to the officers
a gag put in his mouth. He
his money, Long was known
victim.
the
of
been
had
answering the call. But a murder
had been struck three times
have carried large sums of
committed and Robert Long lay dead inside
on the head, but an autopsy to
money on his person, and it
showed that he died from a
was estimated that about $400
heavy blow to his left temple.
was taken from his billfold,
The other two licks on top of
which was torn up and scater
the head and on the forehead
tered on the bed. The house
were not considered to have
had not been ransacked.
been inflicted with force
Capt. Swann said that after
the call from an unknown
man, estimated to be about 25
years of age, a squad went
to the address, but when the
complainant failed to show
up, it left.
A sister of Long, Mrs. Thelma Long Hill, resided with
him at the neat frame house,
but at the time of the crime
she was in Si. Louis, Mo.,
caring for their elderly father,
Ed Long of Grand Junction,
Tenn., who was stricken while
d a ugh t e r
Two men were stabbed visiting another
severely last Friday night there.
Although he did not have
within a two hour period after
extensive amount of eduthey failed to comply with the an
Mr. Long was said to
wishes of teenagers who ap- cation,
hard on several
proached them on the street. have worked
jobs and had amassed a modSlashed and stabbed by teenSee REQUEST, Page
est estate at the time bis was
agers, who then ran away were
slain.
Davis McKinley, Jr., 34 of 270
On his jobs, he was considdos
Maryland, and James Comeaux,
ered an excellent worker who
still on bed when this photograph was 51, of 543 Alston.
INSIDE MURDER SCENE — M. C. Buchalways came on time, and his
made this week. Buchanan found the victim
anan, who discovered the body of his landBoth crimes were committed
about two hours after anonymous call was by gangs of four teenagers and employers are among those
lord. Robert Long, points to a footprint on
urging that the killers be
made to police station. (Withers Photosl
were near the vicinity where a
mattress In room where the murder occurbrought to justice, Capt.
boy
to
stabbed
16-year-old
was
red. Bloodstained quilts and sheets were
Swann said.
death early in January. Four
Survivors include four
boys were arrested for that
daughters, Mrs. Minnie Mae
become registered voters."
murder, declared incorrigible
Persons attending the pro- by Juvenile Judge Kenneth Long Shaw, Misses Yvonne
gram are requested to bring Turner and will be tried as Long, Linda Long and Gloria
Jean Long, and one son, Ercan-goods and other non-per- adults.
The national treasurer of the
ishable foods to contribute to The stabbings and the earl- nest .Long.
of the NAACP, Alfred Baker
He was divorced in July,
the needy Delta families. A ier murder were senseless and
Lewis, is scheduled to come to
trailer-truck will be provided attributed by Capt. E. C. Swann 1963 from his wife, Mrs. Sallie
Memphis to make several adand parked in front of Pente- to "general meanness" on the Lois Long, who lives presentdresses. His first speech will
ly at 553 N. Sixth St.
costal church that night to part of
be made Friday night at 8'
those committing the
Five persons have been
convey the food to Mississippi, acts.
o'clock at Parkway Gardens
questioned in connection with
said Rev. John S. Howard, WANTED WINE
,11801r SCOUTS OF' AMERICA Presbyterian church, 1683 S.
pastor of New Life Baptist McKinley told officers that the slaying, but all have been
Parkway East.
church, 353 Lucy Ave., who he had just left a cafe at t he released.
He will also meet with
is chairman of the food-drive. corner of Latham and Crump Funeral services for Mr.
and address students at LeAn appeal to help distressed "Negro families in Mississippi
Moyne college.
This is believed to be the when the four boys about 17 or Long will be held at the Hopefood.
of
need
in
desperately
are
Mississippi
in
families
Negro
A reception will he held in
public appeal in Mem- 18 years of age came up and well Baptist church in Grand
first
will be made during a celebra- Virtual starvation in the Defta
Junction, Tenn., on Thusrday
phis
food for distressed said, "Buy us some wine."
for
Lion of Abraham Lincoln and area has become so widespread
afternoon of this week. The
areas
Mississippi.
in
not
did
he
that
He answered
''r
Frederick Douglass birthday until three new receiving
body will lie in state at Southgoing
not
was
anniversaries, set for Wednes- centers for food have been set Brief remarks will be made drink wine and
ern Funeral Home on Wednesby
local speakers who will
day, Feb. 12 at Pentecostal up.
day night.
See TWO, Page 2
Temple Church of God In "Many of the families have talk about "vital problems that
The 54th anniversary of the Also on Saturday Scouts of
fret
and
our
trouble
city and
Churcti, 229 S. Wellington St. been displaced by mechanized
WY Scout Of America celebra-!Jewish faith will attend Scout
county," said a report.
Featured address is expect- cotton farming. However, the
tion will be observed during Sabbath services.
ed by Grant Reynolds, a New worst victims - are persons The celebration is open to
Boy Scout Week, Feb. 7-13. On Sunday, February 9,
York City, republican figure, harassed because of efforts to the public. Admission is free.
Theme for the observance is Scouts will observe Boy Scout
—
who was employed in the
"Strengthen America - Scout- Sunday by wearing their uniEisenhower Administration. •
ing Can Make the Difference." forms as they accompany their
Co-sponsoring the program
parents to church. At these
The Chickasaw Council's 418
will be Lincoln Republican
services this year Boy Scouts
Cub Scout packs, Boy Scout and Explorers are to receive
League, Ministers for Political
troops and Explorer post, will
Action and the Educational
the religious awards of their
celebration
the
participate in
Department of the Elks lodge.
WASHINGTON — The U.S. objecting to being called by
respective faiths.
announces Paul Borda, presiOther lecturers to be heard Supreme Court was asked to her 1.rst name by an Etowah
Music Will be supplied by An integrated class of about
Some merchants have given
council.
the
of
dent
the 500-voice choir of the Bap- 30 students began a second during the semester include strike down an historic south- County Circuit Solicitor.
the Scouts the use of store wintist State Convention and the'semester tele-lecture course Ralph McGill, Ralph Bunche, ern tradition today the prac- Miss Mary Hamilton, field
Boys will wear their uni- dows and space in shopping
dur- last week at LeMoyne College. Max Lerner, Glenn Seaborg tice of addressing Negroes by secretary for the CORE was
forms to school and will take centers for displays of the
ALFRED BAKER LEWIS Pentecostal Radio choir
ing a 30-minute period before They are studying "Great Is. and Kenneth Galbraith. •
their first names during court included in a large number of
part in special school programs. handicraft items they 'nave
sues in Contemporary SociNegroes tried in an Alabama
Classes are held three days proceedings.
Saturday, Feb- 8 is Anni- made . and to demonstrate honor of him and his wife, a the other part of the program
telephone
by
a
ety"
of
means
25 on char es
l t June,
a week, Mondays, Wednes- A favorable ruling could courtas
versary Day and members will skills they learn at their meet- member of the national board gets underway.
camnetwork
10
with
linked
Also proposed is that Presidays and Fridays, from 11 a.m. have far reaching effects to- growing out of anti segregarededicate themselves to the ings. Some of the places are: of the YWCA, who will be
puses and originating at Steto 1230 p.m. The course offers ward better treatment and re- (Ion demonstrations.
ideals of Scouting at 8:15 P.M, Lowenstein's Downtown, South accompanying him on this trip dent Lyndon B. Johnson be
phens College in Columbia, Mo.
Rayburn,
three hours of college credit. spect for Negroes in pursuit of Solicitor, William
a tradition of more than half and East, and Northgate Shop- which is a part of a tour of requested to made available
addressed all Negro petitioners
Southern cities. The reception extra funds and surplus com- The first lecturer, noted Dr.
a century. Ordinarily this ping Center.
southern
Coordinating the tele-lecture justice th roue h
was heard
by their first names. Courtesy
mony takes place in unit There are some 3,990,000 will be held in the rhurch's modities to the distressed Margaret Mead,
courts.
titles, such as "Miss.", "Mrs.",
Mississippi families who are over the network Monday of course is Dr. Clifton H. JohnWetings, but if they do not boys in 136,800 units across the banquet hall.
son, professor of history at
Attorneys for the N A ACP "Mr." were used for white
this week.
meet on the 8th, Scouts renew nation. Since the time that NAACP members are urged in need of food. The request is
Legal Defense Fund asked the pen sons.
A. H. Raskin will be the LeMoyne.
their pledge in members' homes Boy Scouting was established to attend, said Jesse H. Turn- to be made in the form of a
The incident erupted when
the (etc-lecturer next Wednesday. Dr. Johnson said there are high court to overrule an AlaOf elsewhere. Individual mem- in this country (1910) about 38 er, president of Memphis NA- resolution, passed during
He will
discuss "Labor's four white students in the bama court decision holding a
bers often take the Scout Oath million boys and men have ACP chapter. The meeting is program.
See NAACP, Page 2
Negro woman in contempt for
class.
open to the public.
A new release states that Problems."
been in Scouting.
before their parents.

An early morning argument his father's condition, he beabout the care given his invalid came angry and started pushfather was blamed in the ing her around.
butcher knife slaying of a Homicide Capt. W. M. Hood
postal worker at his home in said that Mrs. Smith claimed
the Walker Homes subdivision Bills started kicking her on her
legs, and she tried to run out
last week.;
The victim was William A. the back door. A safety chain
Bills of 3174 Ford rd., a 40- w a s on it, and she was trapis-old mail handler at the ped near a drawer which held
kitchen knives.
soto Station post office.
JABBED IN NECK
Charged with his murder She grabbed an eight-inch
and released on $2,500 bond
butcher knife from one of the
was Mrs. Ruth Helen Walls
cabinets and the two of them
Smith, 33, Who told police the scuffled
back into the living
two of them had been living room,
where she jabbed at Bills
together for the past five
twice with the knife.
years.
During one of the jabs, the
Mrs. Smith told Sheriff's
point of the butcher kn if e
Department homicide officers pierced Bills' heck, just above
that the victim's elderly father, the line of his collar bone, and 11111411111111111011111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
William R. Bills, lived with he ran out of the house and got
them at the address, and hayfar as the proetyas
both legs amputated in an inbetween him and a neighbor
valid requiring very c-1°3e'tefore 'falling.
attention.
Mrs. Smith called the SherHOME AFTER HOURS
•
iff's Department and an ambu-1
She told them that the elder- lance, but Bills was dead bely Bills needed his bedding fore either arrived.
changed around 12:30, but that After photographs of the
since he was too heavy for her victim were made by Sheriff's
to handle by herself, she decid- photographer, the body was
ad to wait until the man's son carried to John Gaston hospital,
came home.
where Bills was pronounced Probe
Bills did not return home dead and then transferred to
until after 4 a.m. on Tuesday the county morgue.
CANTON, Miss.—Seventeen
sning, Mrs. Smith r.e
.ported.
workers
voter registration
See WOMAN, Page 2
Mk when Slie-fold him about
were arrested here last week
in efforts by civil rights
groups to mount a voter registration drive in this southern Mississippi community. Efforts of CORE (the Congress
of Racial Equality) to establish a community center in
Canton have also been challenged by local authorities with
various legal devices including
the condemnation ( later revoked) of the CORE building
which will house libraries,
classrooms and voter education projects.
From Jan. 21 through Jan.
27, arrests were virtually continuous on a series of charges
ranging from the burning of
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Two Men
Stabbed By
Teenagers

STRENGMEN AMERICA
SCOUTING

CAN MAKE
THE DIRRENCE

To Observe 54th Anniver.
During Boy Scout Week

Stt
Executive
Of NAACP
Comes Here New York Republican To
Add ress Lincoln-Douglass
e ra ion Here,Feb.12

Whites Integrate Course On
'Great Issues' At LeMoyne

NAACP Asks U.S. Supreme
Court for Courtesy' In
Courtrooms For Negroes

eage

up
Gro
nal
sio
fes
Pro
To
e
anc
itt
Adm
ro
Neg
ers
Ord
rt
Cou
Federal
appointed by
exaaning applicants deptiets to be
ATLANTA, Ga. — A U. S. bility of
'governor to the Georgia
the
e
denpractic
to
license
a
Federal court has said, for the for
Board of Dental Examiners
in Georgia,"
first time, • that professional tistry
(2') nominate dentists to be
ship
member
denied
being
By
r to
associations, which participate
Den- appointed by the governo
n
District
Norther
the
in
s,
official
'n selection of state
was auto- the State Board of Health
Bell
Dr.
society,
tal
against
members of the
may not discriminate
matically denied membership (3') appoint
Negroes.
Dental association
Georgia
in
rulHooper
A.
Judge Frank
and thereby automatically deed this week that Georgia's
nied membership in the NaSoDental
District
n
Norther
.
tional Dental association.
ciety must accept membership
Thus, he and other ,N egro
of Dr. Roy Bell, Atlanta dendentists in his area, were detist.
opportunities for post
Dr. Bell was represented by nied
graduate seminars, conferences,
attorneys of the NAACP Legal
literature and professional asDefense and Educational Fund
bociation necessary to keep
that
argued
who successfully
of new trends in denabreast
"sigis
society
the all-white
tistry.
govwith
d
involve
nificantly
Ironcially, Negro dentists
ernment."
from other parts of Georgia
sayagreed,
Hooper
Judge
belong to the Dental societies
ing "the Georgia legislature,
of their regions.
by giving to the Dental assoNAACP Legal Defense Fund
ciation the right to nominate
Attorneys Donald Hollowell
members of three state
and Horace T. Ward of Atlanta
agencies ... made it an agency
and Michele Meltsner of New
of the State of Georgia. . .
City, who appeared in
"The Dental Association, by York
pointed out the Denand
court,
from
dentists
excluding Negro
Association had the right
tal
dethereby
ship,
its member
prived them of the right to to:
(1') nominate practicing
vote in connection with the
nomination of dentists to fill
Places on . . . three boards,"
George Hooper continued.
"One of these boards," the
court added, has "the responsi-

NAACP
(Continued From Page 1)

Georges State Hospital AdvisorY committee.
This, they contended, represented "state action" which
brought the issue within
jiirisidiction of the
Constitution.

U.

a

411,1

The Northern District Dental
Society and the Georgia Dental
Association plan an appeal.
Jack Greenberg, directorcounsel of the Fund and James
M. Nabrit, III, assistant counsel, were of counsel.

Thousands
Need Food
In Delta

MR. and MRS. L. MARTIN
Mrs. Martin is a graduate
of Manassas High school and
Tennessee State university,
and she belongs to Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
The groom attended M
close relatives
Miss Catheryn Mitchel l, fore a group of
!sasses High school and More
.
friends
and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
er
daught
. He
Mrs. Fannie Delk, sister of house college in Atlanta
Theodore Mitchell of 1491
the matron of is a member of Alpha Phi
Britton st., became the bride the bride, was
rn served Alpha fraternity and was reof Leonard E. Martin recent- honor. Gene Washbu
Mr. Martin. cently named manager of the
ly in a ceremony at Gospel as best man for'
The groom is the son of Mrs. Union Protective Life InsurTemple Baptist church with
in ChatLucille Hinton of 1022 N Sev- ance company branch
Rev. N. Alston officiating.
tanooga.
Vows were exchanged be. enth street.

Miss Catheryn Mitchell Wed
To Insurance Executive Here

the solicitor began cross-examining Miss Hamilton and
Virtual starvation in the
asked her name?
Delta area of Mississippi has
she
n,"
"Miss Mary Hamilto
become so widespread that
replied.
three new receiving centers
correctme
"Please address
for food have been set up.
THE TIES THAT BIND
ly," Miss Hamilton answered. Church group, civic club, tradeCalif., a member of the National Life
The solicitor ignored this re- union, and other concerned
which the
ties
strong
the
In
Another bond
ship Committee, who has also given
Member
quest, Miss Hamilton repeat- organizations a n d individuals
the
to
has
Evers
Medgar
family of the late
ships for Mrs. Daisy Bates and
ed her refusal to answer until are ask to send food at once.
member
life
member
life
NAACP is the gift of NAACP
A report states it has been
I am addressed correctly."
l Rugambwa of Tanganyika.
Cardina
Lurian
and
n
the three childre
At this point, Norman a rough winter is"! Mississippi, ships for each of
are Darrell, Mrs. Evers,
here
d
Picture
Mrs. Evers. The life memberships were
Arnaker, NAACP Legal De- especially for those who have
James Van Dyke and Reena Denise.
nd.
Richmo
of
counsel
in
n
es
t
Robinso
machin
T.
assistan
by
P.
and open the door to many
ed
Dr.
by
Fund
given
fense
been displac
cultural interests.
raised objections, pointing out the cotton fields. The worst
Our society is now facing
that 'her name is Miss Hamil- victims of course, are persons
who have tried to register and
one of the worst immoral deton."
tendg
growin
the
and
tions
Dear Parents:
The judge overruled Amak- vote.
work out- cadences recorded in history.
Today's little girl is impor- ency of mothers to
Something must be done to
er saying "I'm not going to tell "These people can't look to
home.
the
side
her
takes
she
ow
Tomorr
tant.
a lawyer how to address a state and local officials for
girl needs a correct the ills now! Girls'
little
s
Today'
and
ker
homema
as
place
clubs provide a daily program
witness." He then held Miss help because Mississippi segreown!
mother, where she will have girls club of her
girls
Hamilton in contempt of court. gationists fear the voting powgirls are to become of varied activities for
the
If
ce
influen
single
st
stronge
the
She was instantly sentenc- er that Negroes will soon have,
kind- of women America from six to 16.
..the
FoE.
ion.
generat
next
the
upon
ed to five days in jail plus and they hope the Negroes
have careful
Membership dues are nomithe vital role she will play, needs, they must
a $50 fine. Legal Defense Fund will leave the state.
training and sympathetic guid- nal so that any girl can ofprefinest
the
'have
must
she
ations form- ford to belong. Meetings will
attorneys appealed the deci- "One man came to a neigh
paration her community can ance from organiz
sion to the Alabama Supreme bor's house in Leflore Count,'
ed to develop character and be held at 754 E. Person until
.
provide
t
lower
last Saturday night barefoo
Court which upheld the
qualities of leadership, such a larger place can be located.
The normal development of
.hungry, and crying because he
court.
Thirty local citizens were thousands of girls is affected as the Girls Club of America. • Sincerely yours,
of
writ
large
comhad no food to give his
In their petition for
Director of Girls Club
elected members of the Abe by inadequate preparation of It is the duty of every
certiorari to the high court.family. In Sunflower County,
Mrs. Ernestine Rivers,
Scharff Branch YMCA's Board many of today's mothers for munity to furnish constructive
point
ys
lives,
in our
:where Senator Eastland
Legal Defense attorne
of Management for 1964 dur- their all-important task, the assistance to little girls
petino
ely
in
afford
will
[there had been absolut
out that "failuee to
ing a recent meeting. Also var- increasing number of broken towns and cities who
homemaktioner (Miss Hamilton) notice.work for males since the cotious committee chairmen were homes, poor housing condi- turn—as citizens,
punishthere
L"A"IMANT
furnish
and
—
s
[ton picking ended,
ers and mother
and a hearing before
appointed.
hip for the youth toleaders
ing her for contempt, was a will be no work till late
AL CLUB
to
SOCI
okay
final
gets
Board members named are:
BOSSY MILLS, 6, is victim of one type of diabetes,
morrow.
denial of due process of law." March or early April.
at the March of Dimes Birth Defects Center James T. Chandler, Sr. chairdoctors
eart Ball
his
from
Sweeth
Grand
home
go
RAM
the
a
PROG
for
that
need
m
CLUB
stress
The minimu
GIRLS
They also
of Medicine, Gainesat Teaching Hospital, L'niversity of Florida School
man; Andres C. Williams, first ,
AT THE YMCA Gym
Horneeraft: cooking, launprosecutor, or solicitor, "has a family for one month is four ville, Fla. Parents became alarmed when soungster began losing weight
Cooper
Dr.
of vice chairman;
dry, general care of home,
((ontinued From Page I)
responsibility not to detract pounds of lard three cans of fast. Soon Bobby will be back with his playmates in his home town
Feb. 14—Adm. $1.00-1:30 Ill
deleted bedside visitor, Taylor, second vice chairman;
home nursing, first aid,
from the impartiality of the meat, three boxes of milk, two Melbourne, Fla. Helping Bobby pack up will be
vice
third
Smith
,
These Are Candidates For
Mrs.
L. Jackson
day
Henry
worker.
r
that
voluntee
Later
care.
hospital
pounds
15
a
baby
ere.
and
Woods,
flour,
of
atmosph
Jitline
sacks
courtroom
Sweetheart:
an; John H. Roland, re- was charged with first degree Handcraft: sewing, dresschairm
n,
ds
Baldwi
thousan
are
There
James
meal.
of
s
Author
g, special
cording secretary; W. C. murder and her bond set at
knittin
,
,
Dollard
making
need.
John
in
s
Y MATIOCK
familie
of
Myrdal,
SIDNE
Gunnar
Weathers, assistant recording $2,500. She was released and
crafts. Sports and dancing.
High, Senior
Richard Wright, Ralph Elli- Some groups and individuals
e
Melros
T.
rd.
Ford
Blair
Elder
and
3174
secretary;
Co-Recreation parties.
returned home to
son, Charles S. Johnson and are already sending food to
Hunt, chairman emeritus.
THEODORE ANDERSON
the Camping and outdoor sumthat
those
ood,
said
Greenw
among
and
Hood
are
ale
Capt.
Clarksd
Smith
Lillian
Other board members in- victim and Mrs. Smith were
mer programs.
Hamilton High, Senior
cited in the petition for their• Miss. You are urged to also
library.
clude:
arrested for fighting back in Game room and
interpretations of what this send food to the following who
TALBERT GRAY
and
ng
E.
John
groomi
Adams,
Marie
good
Mrs.
March 1963, and Bills came in Health,
practice means to Negro citi- will distribute it in various
gton High, Jr.
Washin
Rev.
Clark,
s,
George
Childer
charm.
with a broken leg, which she
counties:
zens.
.
DaH.
Service
Edgar
L.
Currie,
ity
Eddie
Commun
he
LARRY BLAIR
claimed occurred when
The attorneys added that Amzie Moore, 614 Chrisman,
vis, Sr., Mrs. Thelma David- kicked at her and struck some These general divisions do
Hie, Senior
Carver
Alabama courts have no legiti- Cleveland, Miss.
evening
the
for
son, Dr. Charles Dinkens. Wil- other object.
not begin to tell the whole
Graduates and former stu- events planned
mate business "to maintain, Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer, c/o
d
entertainment.
designe
of
D
TAYLOR
are
m
RODAI
college
progra
e
,
Hirsch,
a
T.
Arnett
of
liam
LeMoyn
Gurney
of
story
dents
the racial caste system by us- I. Johnson, 820 Quiver Street
Among the men scheduled to Jerry Johnson, Earnest B. While Bills was recovering to promote physical and mentcoming up with a colorful vaLester High, Senior
was
Smith
,
Mrs.
,
Young
ing the contempt power in sup- Ruleville, Miss.
hospital
Edgar
at
are
the
in
g
al health, furnish trainin
Payne, Dr. Hollis F. Price,
riety program for their an- perform
port of racially demeaning. Warren County Improve- nual Alumni scheduled for Lonnie Briscoe, William Cross, Mrs. Lydia Robinson, Omar fined $10 and costs. She had all of the homemaking arts
forms of addressing Negroes." ment League, King Solomon Sunday, Feb. 9, from 5 p.m. to Kenneth Cole, Thurmond Sny- Robinson, Michael Ho m by the charges ag ainst him disAmaker was joined in prepara- Baptist Church Hall Vicksburg, 7 p.m. in the Commons located der, Robert Hooks Jr., Alger
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shoes would
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for the victim last Sunday at
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needed.
despera
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Woman

LeMoyne Alumni Will
Give Variety Program

A-1
USED CARS
HULL DOBBS

Two

Request

Starts Sat. Feb 8 —
ONE WEEK ONLY

It is Income Tax
time again
Having Troubles?

Named To National
Presbyterian Group

•

-

All kinds Income Tax forms expertly
filled out and guaranteed.
1. Individuals and Joints
2. Self-employed persons
3. Retired persons
4. Farmers
5. Small and medium size
businesses invited.

Income

First Memphis Showing!
****Highest Rating!

)"GONE
ARMS

oAYSr

OSSIE
DAVIS
RUBY
DEE

PLUS SECOND ATTRACTION!
GI DGET GOES TO ROME with
Cindy Carol And James Darren
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p.s.B...s1091
,.s1395"

•
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Financing No Problem, We Own Our
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
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Fisk Official Praises
Lills Choice Of Rowan

!Left Side

•IDOWNFRONT

affairs its international views
and statements.Roger E. Savant, a local ed••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ucational exchange specialist
MUSIC al office is moved out of
A POPULAR
for four years in the USIA at
TEACHER in the city school Memphis? Why doesn't Davis
Port-au-Prince, said Rowan's
system while attending a re- speak up for Tennesseans?
appointment will have the
cent dinner decided not to eat. Senators Albert Gore and Her.
effect of causing "the world
He requested a waitress to bert "Hub" Walters have.
to be more inclined to consider
Jr.,
wrap his dinner so he could Mayor William B. Ingram,
the United States a truce
carry it home. While linger- has sought to have the Reprophet of human relations."
ing at the table, toying with gional office remain here.
Savain expressed hope that
MADE
the nice white bag in which QUIETLY THEY
the appointment will open the
office
the
the waitress had wrapped his THE JOURNEY to
door to the placement of "a
dinner, he read the fine print of Chief J. C. Macdonald (says
larger number of Negroes in
SAVAIN
for
apologize
to
grapevine)
responsible American domesat the bottom of the bag. It the,
Bluff
the
in
taken
action
the
and overseas posts.
tic
stated: "This specially made
to pt LEADER OF FREE
Tact Retired Editor
lined bag is provided so that City and Shelby County CounEdward J. Meeman, editor
"It should be the normal
you may take home bones, cil of Civic clubs recently,
Memphis
the
of
emeritus
memright of all capable citizens of
AL meat scraps, etc-, to your pet. when a majority of the
aclong
and
Press-Scimitar
the United States to serve and
itThis bag is furnished with our bers voted to concur with
tive in conservation work, will
represent this counti'y — the
compliments and the sincere Mayor Ingram's expressed deVANISHING
book,
the
review
world leader of free people,"
hope that your doggie will en- sired to dismiss the Chief.
by goy Pinney,
WILDLIFE,
Savant added.
joy these treats as much as we Not all but some of the club
Thursday's "Lunching
during
Savant, formerly first secenjoyed serving you." Omar members, reportedly made the
with Books" program at the
retary and general consul of
Robinson sounded-off with trek.
Cossitt Library, February 8.
NASHVILLE — Tennessee
in LonDISPLEASURE IS BEING
great laughter.
builds the Haitian embassy
hunts and
Man
assistant direc- A&I State university gave
don,
been
has
WHERE WAS CLIFF expressed in some Negro polithroughout the world with
tor of university relations at 905 pints of blood to the Red
DAVIS when the Post Office tical quarters about the varlittle or no thought to the life
Fisk since last September. He Cross Bloodintbile in a two'Department's Regional Office ious persons being considered
he is destroying. Around 56
illso serves as his country's
appointments.
political
was about to be snatched from for
species of animal life are
drive sponsored here realternate delegate to the In- day
'Memphis and sent to St. Louis, The sour-note sounds somethe
by
extinction
for
headed
by cadets of Air Force
cently
Council.
Sugar
ternational
Mo.? Has Davis registered any thing like this: "Prospective
end of the century. Among
"If I had to make a per- Detachment No. 790 at the
opposition to the proposed appointees considered - a r e
them are the brush-tailed rat,
sonal wish," Saviors said, "I university.
move? Has he' considered the most men who have not partikangaroo, leopard, blue whale,
'hundreds of job and millions cipated in local political areas
bear, would' say that as a young The drive was directed by
giant panda, polar
American Negro, Rowan will
of dollars' that will be lost to or even volunteer community
cheetah, orangutan, and wala
invest in the USIA the same Cadet Col. Wrensy Gill,
' his constitutents if the Region- work."
rus.
Memphis, assisted by
of
his
predecessor,
qualities
senior
high
Meeman is one of the dedPLANNING PREP SEMINAR
Edward R. Murrow, contribut- Cadet Maj. Richard Dunn, anicated men and women all over
to noon through :slay 23, Is designed to
ed to this important agency." other senior, from Orlando,
Tiles. three LeMoyne pree..ors will conthe world trying to alert man
Fla.
hells youngsters qualify for college work. to the danger presented to
duct a hundwities seniinar for superior
Left to right: Dr. Juanita Williamson, proand tainted high school Juniors, schedThe drive was the first half
both animals and plants His
fessor of English; Lionel Arnold, dean of
uled to begin at the college Saturday
of an annual one sponsored
book review is one more effort
LeMoyne, and Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, proby the Arnold Air Society,
to help us prevent various
morning of this week. The seminar, which
hdnorary scholastic society of
fessor of history.
animals from becoming "dead
will be held every Saturday from 9 a.m.
the AFROTC, named in honor
as the dodo."
of General "Hap" Arnold.
The audience is invited to
New York — Dr. Frederick president for fund raising.
Hill, assistant
bring their sandwiches to the
D. Patterson has been named The board of directors auWard Chapel AME church Capt. James 0.
professor of Air Science, is
review .at 12:15 p.m. Coffee is
president of the United Negro thorized Dr. Patterson to name
its 63rd anniverobserve
will
faculty adviser.
available.
College Fund, Inc., according a vice president for developsary on Sunday, Feb. 9, and Rho Psi chapter of Omega
to William T. Gossett, board ment.
Marilyn Dubow, celebrated
the speaker for the morning Psi Phi fraternity won the
chairman.
DENT ELECTED
In accordance with changes
I young violinist who has per"Under the new organizaservice will be Rev. J. B. two top blood donor trophies
obtaining 120 of the 405
In the by-laws, enacted at a tional plan, the vice chairman\formed throughout the United
Boyd, secretary of the Pension for
The football team and
pints.
in
special UNCF board meeting ship of the board will be fillteachers
for
course
A
commercial.
to
mud
dr
More than 50 homeowners
States, Oma
of the CME church. the AFROTC NCO academy
Jan. 13, the president will ed by a president of one of from the Orange Mound corn
is department
Literature"
"Understanding
group,
the
for
Spokesman
-I
Rev. Charles J. Reed an d won the other two trophies.
serve as the organization's the member
colleges," Mr. munity were present for the which came early for the meet- States, Canada, Mexico, Russia being offered this semester at
and Italy, will render a day LeMoyne College.
chief executive officer. Staff Gossett said. Dr. Albert W.
of Bethel Methodist
memebrs
was
late,
and
remained
ing
CommisCity
meeting of the
positions for two vice pres- Dent, head of Dillard univerTeachers may enroll in the church will be the special
sioners last week to protest the Mrs- Theola Clark Grady of concert Feb. 17 at LeMoyne
created.
also
idents were
sity, New Orleans, was elect- rezoning of property now 2634 Pork ave.
two-hour course for credit or guests at the 3 p.m., service,
College.
W. Burton Beaty Jr., UNCF ed this year.
Her recital will begin at non-credit. Classes will be held with the 'Bethel choir providowned by the Highland Street Thomas Jester, one of the
director
on Mondays, 4:30 p.m. to 6:15
national campaign
Dr. Patterson founded the Church of Christ from rest- members of the white con. 10:30 a.m. in Bruce Hall.
since 1958, was appointed vice College Fund while he was
The artist was booked for p.m. Registration is scheduled ing music for the occasion.
gregation, told Mayor William
to 4:30 p.m.
The church has set 81,000 as "The Agony ot Modern
serving as president of TugIngram and members of the the flaming hour to make it foe Feb. 10, 4
Music" will be discussed by
of the course will be its anniversary goal.
kegee Institute in Alabama.
City Commission tha t their' possible for all of LeMoyne", Focus
John W. Whittaker at LeMoyne
upon the close reading of litHe will continue as president
church had taken the property students to attend. The public
is
McRae
Rev. Robert L.
College on Feb. 19. It will be
erary works. It also will be
of the Phelps-Stokes Fund,
as security for a loan made to is invited.
those teaching pastor of the church. The the fourth in a series of lecwhish he has headed since
the former Negro parishioners She has been described as of value to
junior and senior public is invited to all of the tures sponsored by the col1953, in addition to his UNCF
to enable them to buy another "a violinist of equisite sensi- literature in
lege's English department.
services for the day.
high schools.
assignment.
church on Lamar, and that the bility."
The changes in UNCF byproperty is not now providlaws followed the resignation
for anyone.
The United States Army ing funds
of W. J. Trent jr., Fund exRECEIVED LETTERS
nurses
Army
to
tribute
paid
Mr.
1944.
ecutive director since
Mrs. Grady said that some
Trent assumed new duties as of the past and saluted those
209 homeownera, in the viciAssistant Personnel Director of the future in observing the
63rd Anniversary of the Army nity of the church property
of Time Inc., Jan. 1.
had received letters regardNurses Corps last Sunday.
Student nurses in the Army ing a shopping center being
Pete The Picker?
Nurse Corps program were established in the area situatLONDON — (UPI) — A lit- honored as the "Army Nurs- ed on Park between Buntyn
and Marianna, and that the
Tomorrbw."
tle man in a black coat and es of
The corps has nurses serv- citizens did not want any more
a
blacker mood stomped out
ing in such specialties as an- businesses in the area.
bookie's shop here, hurled five esthesiology, operating room "Why not get another conbottles through the plate-glass techniques and neuropsychia- gregation to take the church?"
nursing .
Mrs. Grady queried Jester,
window, tossed a brick as a tric
With heroic service at Nor- who in turn replied that it
parting shot, and ran.
mandy, Anzio and other beach made his group no difference
heads of World War II and who bought the building.
the Korean Conflict in their
The Planning Commission
past, and duty in Berlin and h a d already recommended
CAN YOU USE
South Viet-Nam in their pres- that the church's application
ent, the services of Army nurs- be rejected because of lack
MORE
es will continue to be needed of depth • and the possiblity
by America's servicemen in of its becoming a traffic
the future.
hazard.
While the residents of the
GROUND FLOOR
Augusta Stevenson
area has no desire to see the
Mrs. Ida Livingston
Cora 8, Herron
Mildred Nelson
STERICK BUILDING
TRUCK
1954 CHEVY
35 Farrow
shopping center erected, they
1591 Sunset
885 Mason St.
St.
Mason
885
WHIRI tO.KS Ilk/ YOU
2'2 Ton Step-Von Duo back said they had no objection to
GET PotIIIRINIIAL
1111 2-1361 or
load
lb.
wheels, 12,000
multiple family units being
SERVICE'
Pods' Dollies. built, "since there is a great
capacity..
274-8963
All Aluminum Body. . -Ex. shortage of housing."
cellent Condition.
The matter was referred
CALL
back to the Planning Commis526-8397
or
275-3972
sion.
NASHVILLE — An official
of Fisk university, who served the United States Information Agency in his native
Haiti, has hailed the appointment of Carl Rowan to head
the agency as "a. real effort
on the part of the United
States to apply to its national
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UNCF Founder Named
•To Head Organization

8811

Literature Course
Offered For Teachers

Music's Agony
Lecture Topic

Army Pauses To
Salute Nurses
On Anniversary

T.V. SERVICE
also

Sewing
• Machine &
Vacuum
Cleaners

Pet Milk PAYDAY Winners

Work Guaranteed
E Z TERMS,
Arranged on Work
Over '15"
FREE Pick Up &
Delivery Day, Nite,
Sundays & Holidays
LEADER
SEWING
& APPLIANCE CO.
1911 Madison Ave.

•Next week it could be you!

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Now In
Our

SALE SAT.r, SALE SALE SALE

Mic-6) NEW LOCATION

Is

Our

Violinist Will
Give Day Concert

Group Fights Rezoning
For Shopping Center

iv-

)95
995
695
091
395'
695
495
195
795
495

Ward Chapel Will
Celebrate Its
63rd Anniversary

LOOK!

rL

FT (Itch For

50 Gals.
of GAS

Grand Opening

LOOK! 'F(l

FREE

50 Gals.
of GAS
Laura Cannon
18 Happyland Pl.

Purchase of Cars Listed Belo.

FRED RUSSELL
AUTO SERVICE

•

1195
1545
'895

INCOME TAX SERVICE
EXPERT ON
-Short Forms-long Forms
Business Forms

•

S10.0 DOWN,
24 NOTES

5150 DOWN,
30 MONTHS
Mr. & Mrs. L. C. Garner
3034 Mt. Olive

1958 FORD Skyliner, R.N., AT., W.S.W., P.S.
175.00 DOWN,
78 MONThiS
TO PAY

.
!. RAMBLER

9:00 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday
946-5734
Appointments after 6:00 p.m.
by calling above number

.
);.i. 21S1-.'1 Poplar
.
tr?

222 W. Brooks RI. West of Horn Lake I.

Curtis d. Woodall
1303 Horace

1961 Starliner FORD 2 Or., H.T.
St raightstick, R.H.,W.S.W.

525-0952 or_521-9321

Tax Preblems, are our Business
We Have, The Know How

•

Tommie Jo Ervin
1588 Sunset

1959 CHEV. IMP. 2 Dr., HI., R.H., AT., Big Engine

— Memphis only authorized Triumph Dealer"—
Open 'til 9 P.M. —
Parts and Service on All Impotts.
283 UNION

Annie L. Andrews
2204 Clarke

" 11•••••••=•••
—,

CT, S-S520

Rose M. Alexander
1650 Hanover

Priscella Jeffries
1884 Mason St

You can be a PAYDAY Winner, too!
The contest is still running.
Listen to Pet Milk Showcase
for details:
ri

ts1

Mid•Saufh's Largest Used Car Mare

SALE SA-LE SALE SALE SALE SALE

WDIA

PET
Start cooking with
a golden spoon ...
Start cooking with

PET.
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uor
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Shelby County Ministers
Reelect Rev. John Mickle

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

Abe Scharff YMCA Receives
National Recognition Award

When t h e Memphis a n d Beavers, vice president
She/by County Inter denomina- large; Rev. Henry L. Stark
tional Ministers Alliance held secretary; Rev. 0. B. Boothe,
election during a meeting at assistant secretary; Rev. James
the Sarah Brown Branch YW- M. Lawson, corresponding secCA Jan. 27, Nat D. Williams, retary; Rev. W. E.
Ragsdale,
president of the Bluff City treasurer; Rev. S. A. Owen,
Teachers association, address- devotional leader; Rev. T. C.
ed the group. He was introduc- Lightfoot,
parliamentarian;
ed by Rev. A. McEwen Wil- Committee chairman — Rev.
liams.
D. S. Cunningham, program;
Elected president of the or- Rev. J.. C. Richardson, finance;
ganization was Rev. John C. Rev. James A. McDaniel, eduMickle, pastor of Second Con- cation; Rev. W. J. Neal, transgregational chunk.
portation; Rev. H. if Jones,
Other officers elected in-i proposition and request; Rev.
elude: Rev. Elmer M. Martin, P. T. Stewart, publicity; Rev.
first vice president; Rev. RoylArrranda Ballard, social and
Love, Rev. DeWitt Alcorn, recreation; Rev. F. T. Sanders,
Rev. C. E. Young, Rev. L. A.!membership; and Rev. LawHamblin a n d Rev. E. Paul rence F. Haygoodr memorial.

8,1961

Hanley PTA To Stage
Fourth Annual Hat
Show With A Dinner

Abe Scharff Branch YMCA and good citizenship
--based
received national recognition upon Christian
•
principles.
last week when' it was award- Milton Thomas is
executive
ed the 1964-66 Eligibility Cer- secretary of this branch
YMCA.
tificate granted by the National Council of YMCAs' Area
And State Physical Education
Final preparations hay/ been Hanley P.T.A.
Committees.
which is only
made for the big preview of
The certificate is awarded
four years old. Funds from the
spring
hats
at
the
Fourth
Anon basis of policies, plans, pronual Hat Show and Chicken affair have been used to buy
gram organization and excelDinner to be sponsored by the audio-visual material, to pay
lent accomplishment in physiHanley Elementary Parent- a $750 initial library fee, and
cal education. Only YMCAs
Teacher association this Fri- to finance a pilot Readiness
holding Eligibility Certificates
day night, February 7, from Project for
are permitted to participate in
thirty-two cultural7 -9 in gut school cafetorium.
inter-association formal reprely deprived children laat sumDiner 'will be served, beginsentative sports competition.
ning at seven o'clock. A bevy mer.
Such a certificate is awarded
The funds from this Year's
of pretty waitresses and sevevery three years to YMCAs
eral waiters, all in uniform Hat show will insure a conmeeting qualifications.;
will serve the plates of de- tinuation of the
The certificate indicates that
Readiness
licious barbecued chicken, Engthe Abe Scharff Branch YMProject during the summer
lish
Peas,
Creamed Potatoes, school
CA is qualified to enter amaperiod by providing a
spring salad and hot rolls.
teur athletes in official sports
teacher, purchasing materials,
Carolyn Hollingsworth
At eight o'clock, the curtain and furnishing transport
competition with other Y's.
ation
opens on the noted fashion for field trips.
The recognition also means
show of spring hats. This althe Y
performi
ng
a
recogThe
general
chairman is Mrs.
New Tyler AME church, 568jOffice on Broad St., to the
ways turns, out to be a real
nized service in the commuArlette Wright. Mrs. Selena
Carpenter St., has made plans church at 3 p.m.
treat to those who love beaunity
in
helping
to
McCargo
develop
is
FIERY
president
A
PASSIO
of the
N
for a centennial celebration On Sunday,
tiful and interesting hats.
Bikop Hickman
physical, emotional and social
Paren t-Teacher Association.
starting Wednesday and culi- will
LeMoynes Beta Xi chapter HATS
The Rev. B. Elton Cox of High Point, told a rally in
address the congregation
— ALL KINDS
health and fitness, leaderkip
Mrs.
Beulah
M.
Williams
is
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
mating Sunday afternoon.
As usual there will be flow- principal of the school.
at 11 a.m., and again at 3 pm. Chapel Hill, N. C. that "if it is necessary to bring about
will stage its annual Sweet- ered creations
Integration, Negroes should burn themselves for freedom."
Featured speakers engaged Mrs. Blanche Stevenson is
that make a
heart Dance on Feb. 13 in the woman's head
for t h e observance are the chairman of the program comCox added, "If I thought it would do any good . .
resemble a bed
I
college Commons starting at of roses. There
Mayor of Memphis, William mittee. Rev. Loyce Patrick is
could do as the Buddhists do in Viet Nam and burn
will be straw
8 p.m.
B. Ingram, Jr., and Bishop E. the church's pastor.
bretons, -the latest cloches,
mrselr."—(UPI Telephoto from files)
It will be a coronation dance nifty suiters and toques that
Hickman.
honoring the chapter's sweet- please the mose dsicriminating
Observance of the 100 year,
All Colors and Colon
The
Boy
Scout unit at Mar- heart, Miss Carolyn Hollings- women.
Combination...
of existence will start durir E:
tin Temple church, 65 S. worth.
A panel of seven judges will
.
ado.. for U.S.,,.ad
Parkway East will hold a celeMiss Hollingsworth, a Le- choose the largest,' smallest,
Organizations
2 pin.
bration at 7 p.m. Sunday, Feb. Moyue freshman, is the daugh- prettiest,
and the unique hat
Mayor Ingram will adress
NIRO. FVIIIITURE DM.
9, at the church. T. J. Toney, ter of Mr. and Mra. Willie Hol- shown. The
Neils, Pm,Ceatat.Tekles
model of each of
banquet Saturday night at 7-4s
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The Reverend John Charis,
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the United Church Assembly
at Atlantic City Recently.
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elected to the office of member of the Executive Committee of the Budget Committee
of the United Church of Christ.
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NEGRO FREEDOM TRAIL IN BOSTON

a

is

EXCHANGE STUDENTS
Luther college of Decorah, Iowa and Philander Smith
College Exchange Program Students pose with Philander
Smith college administrative officers. Left to right,
Crawford .1. Mims, acting dean of instruction (Philander),

Cecil Horst (Luther college student), Miss Suzanne Knolls
(Luther student), Benjamin Diggins (Philander), Miss
Mary Frances Carter,(Philander student), Nelson Gigstad
(Luther college), Miss Etta Williams (Philander), and Dr.

This chart, entitled, "Freedom Trails of Negro History in
Boston." was produced by two Boston women. Mrs. Anne
Thurman Chlarenza and Mrs. Sue Bailey Thurman,
daughter and wife, respectively of Boston University's

March Chapel Dean Howard Thurman. The map depicts
22 points of Negro historical interest in the city with a
brief description of each. Proceeds front the map will
benefit the community settlement houses of Boston.
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whole resolved to surpass her
LEAP YEAR
which , inIt just occured to me that activities ' of 1963,
the enterit is "leap year" as I glanced cluded sharing in
Federated
the calendar and saw 29 days taining of the State
Jackson,
in
held
in this exciting month of Feb- meeting
of Mount
ruary. It makes you wonder $60.00 to the upkeep
to the
$70.00
.who those lucky people are Olive cemetery,
1 who just have a birthday every new B. J. Smith Residence
four years. Keeps you from hall, baskets of food to needy
families at Christmas and a
getting older, you know.
donation to the United Negro
During the month, we must
College Fund.
pause to review our Negro
Secret pals were chosen at
History, especially during Nethis meeting and a gift was
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
grom History Week, February
presented to each . officer by
9 through 15. All librarians
Kathy (ilmore. They are among the 28
Happy birthday is being sung to Ethel
hostess.
the
are happy to serve you.
who attended Ethel's birhtday party held
Marie Sengstacke center) as a large cake
Freedom
the
Remember
The Hub City has been kept Dinner last year and what a
recently— i Staff photo by Ernest Withers)
is being presented to her by Antonio Jones,
busy as usual with many so- delightful time you had? Well,
left, and Kelvin Milan. At the right is
everykeep
to
cial happenings
Freedom is not won yet in
body busy on the go. A whirl- Jackson and the second angivbeen
have
parties
of
wind
nual Freedom dinner is in the
ri for a most charming petite making. 'you will be contacted
visitor in our city hailing from
and I know you will not say
the West Coast, L. A. to be
no. The date will be announcexact.
ed later but,be sure to include
Penn
She is Mrs. Katherine
it in your calendar of
Carr, the daughter of Mrs. events for the spr in g. Mr.
Marie Penn, dean of Women Buchannan is again the chairat Lane College. Mrs. Carr, a man this year.
Library Science graduate of
Atlanta University, leaves her
DELTA WOMAN OF YEAR
position as librarian in L. A.
left, are Delta sorors Mrs. Bertha Collins,
Mrs. Doris Price, center, was cited by the
for two years to serve over-.
read
who
Shaw.
Daisy
Mrs.
treasurer;
of
Delta
chapter
Jackson (Tenn.) Alumnae
seas in the same field of work
citation; Miss Johnnie Reid, who made the
Sigma Theta sorority as the 1963 "Woman
in Nigeria. She came to JackM.
Perry,
presentation, and Mrs. Essie
of the Year" for her outstanding civic and
son to spend her waiting perpresident of the chapter.
religious activities. Seen with her. from
iod with her mother and who
could think of a better way..
The first affair in her honor
JACKSON, Tenn.—Lane colwas held in the home of the lege and Nebraska Wesleyan
W. R. Bells on Hays Ave., university - will begin a stuwhen many friends called to dent exchange program for the
meet Mrs. Carr and enjoy the second semester of 1963-64.
lavishly prepared menu serv'our students from Lane
ed buffet. Assorted games will spend next semester in,
completed an exciting evening. residence at Nebraska Wesleyan and three students from
THE KIRKENDOLL
President and Mrs. C. A. Nebraska Wesleyan will be
Kirkendoll honored the cam- flown to Jackson to study at
pus guests with a buffet sup- Lane.
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, presper on Monday evening in the
and Dr.
I. B. Tigrett Faculty Seminar ident of Lane college,
president of
Room. In addition to the facul- Vance Rogers,
Wesleyan released
ty, several close friends of the Nebraska
of their
Penn and Kirkendoll families the announcement
the program.
were included. It was indeed agreement of
The four Lane students who
an elaborate occasion. If you
Nebraska Wesleyhave never played Dub's will attend
Robert Christian of
Bridge, you have missed a an are
Miss., a sophothrilling game, and that prov- Booneville,
majoring in mathemated to be the game of the more
ics; Ronnie Shields of Chicaevening.
a sophomore, majorgo Ill.
'
Several o t h e r courtesies . ' in
physical education;
me
-have been extended Mrs. Carr, -Shirley
Burhs of Brownsville,
including gifts for a happy Tenn., a junior, majoring in
.
bon voyage. We all wish for businesseducation, and Diane
The council needs $40,000 in addition to alher best of luck and happiness A r m at r o n g of Millington,
HEADING UP THE BOY SCOUT sustainlotments from Shelby United Neighbors.
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I
nglish.
,
Council are. left-right
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With the bridge players, the
The three coeds from NeJones and Rev. henry L. Starks. The drive
Starks. the North Division.
Echoes were entertained in braska Wesleyan who will atwill get underway at the same time that
the grandest falnon by Mrs. tend Lane are Marilyn Jean
Week (Feb. 7-13) is celebrated.
Boy
scout
Bernice Lucas at the regular Morris, of Murray, Neb.', Nina
—
bi-monthly meeting. The great Hanich of Melbeta, Neb., and I —
anticipation ended w it h the Rebecca K. Feather of Bangawarding of prizes on higest kok, Thailand. Marilyn is a
tabulated scores over a six junior majoring in Sociology;
months period. Winners were Nina is a sophomore majoring
Mesdams Vivian Bell, Rosetta in Foreign Language; aftd ReON THEIR WAY
McKissack, Georgia Adkins, becca is a Junior majoring in
They are: left-right, Ronnie shields, Miss
and Carrie D. Bigger. Some Chemistry.
On their way to Nebraska Wesleyan Uniwere lucky enough to walk
Shirley Burns, Miss Diane Armstrong and
versity on a student exchange program
away with two gifts, for 'the
Robert ,Christian.
.
are the above four Lane etillege students.
- day prizes went to Mrs. Gladys
Bronaugh, Carrie Bigger and
Frank
Bridgefort,
son, Delores
your scribe. And lucky for me,
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Saturday afternoon. The party signed
Christine Miller, Leslie Washchicken, Engshubbery,
of
sliding-boards,
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minds
with
Mr.
was given by her parents,
tiny swimmers, On each ington, Rosalyn Wright and lish peas casserole, toss salad,
and Mrs. Whittier A. Seng. and
were yellow vexes. It Ray Turner, Wendell Withers. home made . hot rolls, hot tea
corner
i
Parkway
stacke. Sr., of 1634 S.
you are better off
made cupcakes
home
also adorned. with 12 tiny
Assisting Mrs. Sengstacke as and
East. He is the general mana-'was
appetites of those
the
satisfied
canclles.
ing
r of the Tri State Defender.kflow
hostess were: Mrs. Mary MonReal Estate 8, General Insurance
without it.
present.
Ethel, a six-grader, at St.
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certain circumstances and specination's urban . . . and even
fic
conditi
ons.
rural centers ... have traditionSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES' IN THE TRI•STATE AREA
For instance, most of the world
ally served as reflectors of the
is concerned with "images," like
Negro's status, economically, sothe American image. The teachcially, and what-gave-you.
er; lawyer, politician image. The
But today, Negro spokesmen
Negro image, and so forth. And
like to feel that Negroes generalThe present city administration
We invite the attention of this
speaking of the Negro image, at
ly have more pride in themhas made more proposals to
administration to the lack of
this time when Negroes almost
selves and their neighborhoods.
have Negro citizens serve in apNegroes holding 'breid-and-buteverywhere are clamoring for a
They like to feel that better
pointive positions, on City Comter" jobs in all departments of
chapged view of their images, it
neighborhoods are in the makmissions and Committee, than
City Hall, Light, Gas & Water
might be well to mention on asing. They want their fellow citiany other administration here in
Division, Metropolitan Airport,
pect of the Negro image that
zens to accept the idea that the
modern times. For this we comcity attorney's office, Health deneeds particular attention. So,
presence of Negroes in a neighmend our month-old, new city
partment, Planning Commission,
at the risk of touching a senborhood does not mean, the deadministration.
etc.
sitive nerve Of a most sensitive
struction and deterioration of
However, we are becoming
Also, we invite the attention
people, here goes.
property just because Negroes
very con.cerned about nothing
of Shelby county officials to the
are close to or on it.
Negro neighborhoods are still
being done in the area of "breadlack of an appreciable numbers
It has long been contended
giving evidence of the presence
and-butter" jobs for an appreof Negro employees in the
here in "The Shadows" .. . and
of
too
many
litterbu
gs.
Negro
ciable number of Negro women
various county offices.
still insisted, that the Negro's
home-owners who take pride in
and men. We are concerned
lowatter44-44103K911/5.
Many "bread and butter" jobs
surest step toward first-class
,
a
their premises and the appearabout Negro women and men
Illv
sLare needed by Negroes in order nimminusn
citizenship is the one of "selfance of same, are still too much
initiiimiiiiiiiiiiiminonnunimomotiginiumnimmiaimmimiinuolitilmilunnomilimmilimito
being granted an equal opportuthat their woefully lagging econ
improvement." The now disrevictimized by the litter-bugging
nity to be employed as clerks,
nomical level be raised, which
garded late Booker T. Washingattitudes of others . . . mostly
receptionists, secretaries, typists,
in turn will help raise the phyton was eminently correct when
other Negroes.
etc., in every public office in the
sical, social, educational and
he said, "The Negro will prosper
EASY TO FIND
city and county governments.
moral level of Memphis.
in proportion as he learns to perThis "litter-bugging attitude"
form the common tasks of life,
causes Negro neighborhoods ...
uncommonly well" ... or words
with the possible exception of
to that effect. The meaning is
public housing projects . . . to
still fundamental and important.
be in the same image category
STRATEGIC AREA
that were distinctive features of
There's a great deal Negroes
the Negro communities and
In arguing the case of the Sitrights bill and which has already
ean do to make their own neighins before the Supreme Court,
neighborhoods of the not too
stirred up much hostility in Conborhoods liveable and attractive
distant past.
the government contended that
. . . despite the fact that the
gress where the measure is penda state with a long history of ofIn. "the not too distant past"
neighborhoods may be across
ing.
ficial segregation could not ena traveler to a strange city or
the tracks or close to the factory
force racial discrimination at
Tbe government argues that
town could easily find the Negro
or downtown district.
lunch counters or other places
Congress "alone can meet the Ammummumumuominiummuilunitimminiumnionnmm By HARRY GOLDEN "section" of the place by the genNegro youngsters and adults
of public accommodation.
eral appearance of the neighpresent national crisis arising
can be led not to throw empty
borhood. Tin cans, broken botIn those circumstances, t e
from the system of segregation
sacks on the side walks. Negro
tles, dilapidated houses, unkept
Justice Department said, the
by removing the fundamental
drinkers can be persuaded not to
controv
A
ersy
rages
in my
Personally, I am in favor of yards, old, falling-apart fences,
state is sufficiently involved to
injustice in places of public acthrow empty wine, whisky and
home town, Charlotte, N. C. It
worn
produce a violation of the 14th
out
tires
in
open
commodation."
the middle of
bars for several reasons,
gin bottles in the gutter. Kids
has mushroomed over the posAmendment.
Everyone I see in the restau- the street or sidewalk, roughAt the root of the brief is one sibility that the state will amend
can be taught not to throw gum
dried
These were the implications
of the great unresolved questions the liquor laws and permit
wrappers, apple cores, banana
rants is drinking furtively any- front clothes hanging across the
porch, or cluttering the adof a long brief filed with the
of constitutional law—the defi- sale of alcoholic beverag the
and orange peelir gs in the
way and open bars will not only joining
es
in
alley, flies, rats demandcourts at the request of the Jusnition of "state action." It has bars, restaurants, cafes
street. Negro motorists can be
make their dinner a less guilty ing
and hothe
tices for a definitive statemern
long been the rule that the 14th tels.
urged not to leave useless tire
affair, but Might conceivably tions, right-of-way at intersecand
general
filth
of position of the government
characteAmendment w as restricted to
casings on the sidewalk.
make some of them more tem- ristic
None of our North Carolina
of run-down and neglectin the pending sit-in cases.
states and their local officials in State
In short, there's plenty good
perate. A fellow who buys a bot- ed
legislators has risen to put
areas.
matters involving racial discrim- his
If the court accepts these
room for the rear echelons of
tle often feels he must see the NOISY
politica
l
life
on
the
line
TOO
by
ination. Its aplication does not urging
views as defended by the Justice
the Negro masses to join in the
bottom of it. If he is able to orrepeal, as it were. But
It was also noisy . . . with
extend to private individuals, the
Department, the result would be
so-called "Negro revolution," to
der drinks there's a chance two kids
two newspapers in Charlotte
playing in the streets . . .
who have the option to exercise have
to outlaw trespass and other
strike some powerfully needed
or three will satisfy him and he
women screeching at each other
their prejudice and their social have run a poll of what people
prosecutions of persons who delicks against second-class Negro
starts
off
on
his
steak.
thought of this prospect
from
window
to
window
pattern of behavior as they so and
manded equal service at lunch
citizenship . . . by performing
If the bars are able to serve thugs playing the "dozens. . .
found that the folks not on" on
please.
counters and other public facilsome needed, but first-class
drinks, they will put the lights the corners . . . and
ly would avail themselves of
police car
ities in the South.
tasks, behind the "front lines."
Though the brief says that the this privilege but toast the repon and I can read my paper be- and ambulance sirens
Leaders of such an action might
state has to be absolutely neu- resentative who so served their
Despite what appears to be a
fore dinner, which is all that ing. That was ... or, screamis it still?
not gain the local, national, or
sweeping condemnation of this
tral in such situations, it does interests. Controversies grow
really concerns me in a restau- ... the big image of
the Negro
international headlines or radio
not outline to the court in what from far less.
segregative practice, the Justice
rant.
neighborhoods of most metroand television interviews . . .
manner or form the protective
Department skirted the proSome of the disputants charge
politan areas of America.
Up till now a fellow can buy
but they will have also served
nouncement that the sit-ins were
provisions of the 14th Amend- liquor
the
campai
gn
is
Someti
designe
in
Meckle
mes
solely
d
nburg
guys
County
took the "nose
the Negro's cause in a most imment should be brought into (Charlo
within the bound of their conto put profits into the pockets of route" to discover the way to
tte, population, 205,0001,
portant and needed tactical and
play in a Federal redressing ac- through
stitutional privilege when they
the restaurateurs. Of course, Negro sections of large and small
stores operated by the
strategi
tion.
seek accommodation in public
c area. Now whatchubet!
they
neglect
Alcoholic Beverage Control Deto mention the fact
places.
To say that the state may nei- partment. There are some counthe restaurateur is in business
This interpretation is parather arrest sit-in demonstrators ties in North Carolina which
for profits anyway and I, for
mount. But the government
nor refuse to enforce its ordi- have voted local optic and not
one, would rather he made his
seems unwilling to go that far.
nary assault laws against a pro- even the State can sell liquor
profits on martinis and old fashThus a stalemate looms ominousprietor who throws them out, is there. In other words, they still
ioneds instead of trying to eke
ly on the legal horizon in which
to leave the matter up in the air. have Prohibition.
out a living on the steaks his
demonstrators would demand
The refusal to extend public
sister-in-law is frying in the
But
nowher
e
the
in
state,
are
service without fear of arrest
facilities to people who ask for alcoholic drinks served. This is
kitchen.
but the proprietor of a hotel or
them should be construed as a why all the Charlotte restauOne of these fellows might
theater or restaurant would con— MARCH OF EVENTS
violation of constitutional pre- rants are so dark that it is hard
even make enough money to imtinue to refuse service ahd be
rogative. That alone should be to find your way to the table.
port
a
chef
from the North and
within his right to do so.
By HENRY CATHCART
cause for action. If this view be They are dark so the diners can
imagine how that would aid
Cemtrisi Pr# N.4 Wirahraytun Writer
The moral drawn by the brief
correct then the Supreme Court smuggle in their own bottle unCharlotte's digestion!
is that no Supreme Court decidoes not haVe to wait on Con- observed, although the brown
The best thing that could hapsion can obviate the need for
cress for wiping out this evil. paper bag is a rather obvious
pen to my adopted city is the
legislation to outlaw discrimiWe are loathed to think that both giveaway.
revival of the old-time saloon
nation at places of public accomthe court and the Justice DeThe chance the folks might be
which is a lot better than the
modation. Such a provision is
partment are stalling on this able to order liquor by the glass
WASHINGTON — Lyndon
modern cocktail lounge which,
the salient phase of the civil
phony elements and being imvery essential issue.
set off a wave of protesting letthough it serves liquor, is still Johnson's presidential compaign
possible to fulfill.
ters to the editor. One lady
as dark as the restaurant that strategy is becoming abundantly
writes: "The Communists want
Labor-liberal forces are resdoesn't. It is so dark in the cock- clear. He's out to keep the libto break down our homes and
tive under what they fear is a
tail lounges it is often a hazard- erals in the Democratic Party
our children and it is they who
ous trip to the men's room. I camp by pushing John F. Kentoo-sharp cut in federal employare promoting 'open bars' in
suspect it is dark because there nedy's social programs plus some
ment that will prevent fulfillCharlotte." Another fellow
are women in the lounge who of his own while using economy
ment of existing social programs
urges:
went to shield their faces and in government to woo middle-ofand be restrictive of the kind of
"Let's keep the bar rooms out
not be recognized. In the old- the-roaders and moderate congovernment-stimulated economof Charlotte because God tells
time saloon there were no wom- servatives.
ic growth the nation needs.
us in the Bible, 'If my people
en and no mischief. It was a
Conservatives are criticizing
Despite these cries, however.
which are called by names shall
club with sawdust on the floor, Johnson's drive as containing
the Johnson plan seems to be
humble themselves and pray and
lots of good sound wisdom, and
OH! WHERE WAS HE?
working so far. His administramust become a prime issue in so. my face . . ." A minister
much laughter.
of character, she has enriched
The resounding silence of
tion advisors sense a national
(Copyright (C), 1963, by Harry the world and
any consideration for continued thunders: "On. drink is all that
made Americans
Cong. Clifford Davis concerning
feeling of approval for economy
is necessary to start the chain
Golden)
confidence of voters. Are there reactio
proud and Americans of color
the proposed removal of the U.S.
mostly because of a widespread
n which leads to remorse,
(Distri
buted
b
y
Bell-Mc
Clure *van mora.proud.
none among us who can give heartbreak, and sorrow."
Post Office Department's regionpublic belief that government
.
Syndica
te)
more solicitious representation? unissismaniminsisitoneimmeelmeemetonetoniusinameealialletatettni
al office from Memphis to St.
agencies generally contain water
She will aid the civil rights
We think so.
Louis, Mo. gives cause to pause
and that a reduction in federal
cause. How wonderful. Yet, has
and reflect upon the obligations
We are of the opinion that
employment will not hurt the
she not been doing this for the
and responsibilities of a conMayor William B. Ingram, Jr.,
progress of a given program.
long and splendid time during
gressman to his constituents.
reflected the general concern of
Even more, they believe that
which she has been bringing us
Tennesseans in a telegram sent
We hazard the conjecture that
the cries of the professional conjoy?
to
Cong.
Davis employing him
the vast majority of the Conservatives in politics aren't getFew events in American histo oppose the proposal.
gressman's Ninth district conting through to the rank-and-file
tory
have
so belittled the false
stituents oppose the proposed
independent voter and the modIngram stated in the telegram
gospel
of bigotry as the incident
removal of the Regional office
"If any change is to be made in
erate conservative. The sizable
In which the Daughters of the
because of hundreds of jobs and
the status of the Memphis Post
voting bloc, they believe, is more
American Rev Aution denied her
millions of dollars in salaries
Office Department's Regional
Interested in results than in the
the use of Constitution Hall. The
which would be lost to this area.
Office, such change should reparticulaf political party that
thought that such dignity of perWe do presume that Cong.
sult in expanding the Memphis
may attain them.
son
and
authent
icity
of talent
Davis, by virtue of his office, is
Regional facilities so as to create 9111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111011111111
It is here, in the matter of re10111111111111111110111111111111M, By AL DUCKETT
could be so affronted aroused
endowed with ultimate power
more job opportunities rather
sults, that the Johnson program
many
Americ
ans who had not
in this matter. However, we do
than diminish them. The loss of
faces its real test. Should the adbeen concerned.
contend that it is his duty and
job opportunities, especially at
ministration economy program
Someo
ne
once
commen
ted
responsibility to openly express
this time, will have its most
"World-famed singer, Marian
falter, forcing spending signifiNot only has she given rap- that the life of
Marian
Anders
on
opposition to any proposal which
ruinous impact upon our Negro Anderson, has announced that
cantly beyond his budget figures,
ture to the listening ear and is like a rose gently laid upon
would inherently perpetrate a
citizens ..."
his pledges would seem hollow
she will retire from the concert
flooded
with
color
the
ea
gr
t
the
grave
of Abraham Lincoln.
harship upon his constituency.
Indeed to these voters. Likewise,
Also readily voicing opposition stage
. Miss Anderson said
songs and arias. Not only has
It might well be said also to
The Ninth Congiessional disshould his economy drive result
to the "removal" were U.S. she plans to devote time to aidshe been an inspiration to all be one of the sparks which helps
trict voters are entitled to dutiIn
Senators Albert Gore and Her- ing the civil rights cause."
significant cutbacks or falls
the
young
who aspire.
to keep the Eternal Flafti• at Arful representation.
short in federal social programs,
bert "Hub" Walters.
Marian Anderson. What a
lington
But
also,
her
in
dignifie
aglow.
d
and
The Congressmen's oftenthe labor-liberal voting bloc
But the congressman, Oh! ringing name! What a magnifibeautiful per•on, in her personal
Thank you, Miss Anderson,
heralded absenteeism record
wee•lrl experience considerable
where was he?
cent person!
stateliness of bearing and depth We love you!
tment.
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Pqrs Nigerian Report Urges
Cultural Step-Up

Sä-AACTE
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•

European influence far exceeds that of America's if an
abundance of literary material
means anything. And this is
the present propaganda setup in Nigeria.
"This, more than any other
single factor, impressed me of
the need for cultural exchange
and international understanding," reported Dr. Lewis A.
Jackson who recently returned from a mission to Ibadan,
Nigeria under the auspices of
the Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education (AACTE).
Dr. Jackson, vice president
in charge of Academic Affairs
at Wilberforce, Ohio Central
State College, was in lbadan
to re-estabish contact with the
CSC affiliate at the lie Branch
of Nigeria College.
According to the educator,
mission was accomplished in
helping to develop the conception of education for international understanding end Providing contacts for cultural
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
•
exchange.
Lewis Jackson tend lent chats with two
Dr.
Robert, who made the trip with him, looks
While there Dr. Jackson met
Nigerian students. James Retinal (left) and
on.
with heads of the school deSamuel Avvasolu about his trip as his son
partments to implement such
a program.
Central State's AACTE af- With approximately 3,000 stu- the AACTE group. CSC, like"Education in a global
filiation in Nigeria began in dents. The two largest divi- wise has nine students from sense," he stated, "must be1957 with the Institute of Ed- sions,-Olunloyo and Ife—are Nigeria--eight men and one come a greater concern of all
A PLAYFUL COUNTDOWN
ucation at Nigeria College of teaching institutions.
woman— and 17 other foreign schools, colleges and univerArts and Sciences.
North Carolina Student, prepare to launch a schoolmate
Ington D. C. Other students are from left) Clifford
Although' CSC , has kept in students.
sities."
Because
of
recent
changes
in contact with Nigeria's College
Dr. Jackson has strongly
When asked of the impact
Gregory, Oxford, N. C.: Claudia Daye, Philadelphia; and
from a slippery hill near the Durham campus as they take
the
educational
set-up
in
Iba- of Arts, Sciences and Technol- recommended that additional of his trip, Or. Jackson said
a break from classes to enjoy the delights of the winter
Everett De Berry, High Point, N. C.
dan it was felt by the organi- ogy, it was anxious to work faculty and student exchange he gained a better insight into
season. Ready for a fast ride is Bernice Alston, of Webbzation that a trip to ''reestab- with the education division. programs be started to help the mission of each individual
lish contact" Was advisable.
In the past three years, three the college become more in- in the promotion of better
The older institutions were CSC instructors . have .been ternational in all facets of its world understanding through
buried there recently. She was
son State College, Jackson,
a former resident here and a divided into five colleges sent to Nigeria to work with curriculum.
was guest speaker in the
education.
BATESVILLE
SAVANNAH
member of the Church of God
Emancipation Program, spon- 1
•
idly REV. MATTIE WALKER gored by Rev. J. L. King, Sr.
By HELEN McKAY
in Christ in East Batesville.
ant C.M.E. Church, with Rev. of the C.M.E. Church met at Maud Trotter.
up A business meeting was at Griffin Chapel Methodist The First African Methodist
CORNITH
F. L. Green officiating. Burial Lane College recently. Phyllis T h• Interdenominational
held at the Bethel AME Church.
Church observed its 176th an- By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
DYERSBURG
was in Anderson Cemetery
•••
Church recently. Officers were
Aiversary.
at
Norma Jean Williams died
By FOSTER HARRIS
with Ford Funeral Horne in Bedford, connectional presi- Ministerial Alliance met
elected for 1964.
The Rev. R. Irving Boone, in Community Hospital from
dent, was in charge.
Wesley Methodist Church with
Thompson
Climmie
the
of
The
Silver
Leaf Club held a charge.
•••
•
•
•
Rev. M. L. Easley pastor. The
New Prospect community is MA. D.D., minister of Central third degree burns received in Ifun session at the home of
Brooks was • prominent
Clinton and Donnie David- visiting her son and daugh- Baptist in Wilmington, was an accident.
Among those entering Jack- Rev. C. F. Odom is president..
Maggie Lewis recently. Ver- citizen in the Mt.
Pleasant
son are on their way to Cam- ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ira the guest speaker. Rev. Boone
The C. F. Odom Missionary
son-Madison County General
Funeral services were held neice Cole was the honored community.
den, Ark., where they will D. Thompson in Cleveland, is also founder of the Negrp
Hospital this week were: Circle met in the home of the
at Hopewell Baptist Church guest for winning the guess•• •
make their home with an aunt, Miss.
Progress Newspaper and edi- in Reins, with Rev. A. Burge :ng contest.
Myrtle Thomas, J. D. Hearn- Fanner McGees. A barbecued
The Executive Session of the
Bertie Pace.
•• •
tor of the Masonic News Let- officiating. Burial was in the
Henrietta Towlkes later en- Women's Connectional Council ton, Millard Mallory and chicken dinner was served.
• ••
ter.
Pauline Davis, Home DemReins. Cemetery with Grey- tertained the ladies at a din111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
The Levi Dayrons are visit- onstration Agent of OktibbeThe guest choir was from son Funeral Home in charge.
ner party.
ing reatives and friends here.. ha County, and Mlle W. Rob- the Estill Training School in
•••
•
•
•
•s •
inson spent a weekend in South Carolina.
Rev. and Mrs. W. W. HamHank and Gideon Bishop
Bula Brown of Des Moines Waveland, Miss.
ilton were the recent guests were here visiting their sisis the guest of her parents,
•• •
William
of the
Rev. and Mrs. a G. Watkins. Richard Holmes spent
BY: MAYO TOAL FORNISS
Margaret Fields Johnsen
MacDonalds.. ter, Mrs. Franklin Rogers.
last
•••
• • •
BATES VIILLE
has been appointed acting Diweekend here with his par11111111111101111111111111111111111111111111110811
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111911111111111111111111110iiiii
Weltha Mae Barker, thti
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Roberson rector of Education at Virginia
STARK VILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
ents.
By LEANDY MOORE
Funeral services for Ned wife of Rev. Rush Barker, has are the new parents of a girl State School, according to Dr. Mary Ell Rash spent the i become a bridegroom. The
Mildred Williams of JackMichell were held at the Han- returned to Salcon, Miss., and the Robert Dinner's new- William J. Holloway, superin- holidays in Detroit with' her new Mrs. Driver is also in the
corner was a boy.
tendent.
isonville M.B. Church follow- where she teaches school.
Navy and is stationed in Memdaughter.
'Mb
•••
•••
•••
ing his sudden death from
phis, Tenn.
BESSEMER
The appointment is effective
Syvilla Fisher, 14, and a at once and will
•••
burns received in an accident.
Eva Bishop was a recent
By G. W. IVEY
run to Sept.
Get Well wishes to Walton
He is survived by a wife, house guest of Lizzie Wilkes. sophomore at Bruce High 1.
Funeral services for Mark
Happy birthday was wishPenson who has been hospitSchool, has been selected to
•••
Thomas were held 'at Green- Dell, and a sister.
sliced and Elsie Teflon who ed Mme. J. H. Hollins at a
• ••
represent Tennessee's Nation- The new director will coleaf Baptist Church with Rev.
birthday party at her home In
was also hospitalized.
Sick list: Mrs. Earon Pollard al Organisation of New
ordinate
all
instructional
acHome• ••
Funeral services for Mercy Engram, Kenneth
D. H. Hope officiating.
Bessemer. Games and de•
McDonald, makers of America at the Ns- tivities for deaf and blind stuHe was an active church Henderson were held at the Rev. Rush Barker, Mary RobOur sympathy to Margery lictous food regaled the guests.
dents and will head a staff of
tional
Social
Welfare
Assemmember, deacon and is sur- Mt. Zion Baptist Church with erson, Willie Beardon and ViGaillard, who went to Altoona, Beautiful gifts were received
38 teachers.
bly in New York.
vived by a daughter, son, 10 Elev. Lacy Fox officiating. ola Dilworth.
Pa., for the funeral of her by the honoree.
Prior
to
this
appointment,
Fishers's
Miss
for
project
• e• •
grandchildren and 21 great- Burial was in the Bymun Cemsister-in-law, and to Nell
•
•
•
Mrs.
Johnson
was
an
instructhe
Homemakers
was
entitled.
etery.
grandchildren.
The Rev. M. Thornton, pasSpivey in the death of her faGOODMAN
tor
at
the
school.
"New
She
is
an
Homemakers
Prepare
Henderson was a very acSgt. and Mrs. Johnny Jertor of the St. James Baptist
honor graduate of Virginie ther, Jessie Edwards.
By
for Marriage Now."
ry, Jr. and their baby are en- tive church and civic leader.
Church was funeralized from
•••
State College in Petersburg
PEARLEANE B1LLINGSLEA
She
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
He is survived by a wife,
joying a stay with his mothDaisy Grey Jones spent sew- the church with the BirmingThe March of Dimes. Tea and Mrs. Apron A. Fisher.
and holds an M.A. in Special
Della, a sort and four daughham MlniSters' Conference in
er, LaVerne Jerry.
was enjoyed' by all at the
Education from Hampton In- oral days in Montgomery.
JACKSON
Mrs. Robbie Keynerd of tors.
charge.
Goodman School on the fourth
stitute.
By
C.
A.
AGNEW
•
•
•
Los Angeles, Calif., is enjoying
Minne Gaston was hosibal
Sunday. The affair raised
Viola Logan of Chicago was
her vacation with parents, Funeral services for Mar- $14.15
for the Links Christmas Par.
for the charity.
a recent visitor of his sister,
Linda Powell, a senior history the Henry Christians, and shall Phillips were held in
•••
ty,
with members bringing
Mrs. Gus Hicks.
Pleasant Hill Sardis with Rev.
major at Bennett College In friends.
favorite dishes for a SmorgasRev. F. L. Pearleane BilServices for Emma StraySick list: Florence Akens, C. G. Hughes officiating. He lingslea
Goldsboro, N. C., has been
bord.
and Aron Redd were horn of Chicago were held at
• ••
awarded the 1650 Leroy Allen 011ie Moore, Fannie Foreman, was well known in this com- dinner guests at Jonas Le- Mercer Baptist Church, the
GREENSBORO. N.C.—A&T
munity.
Bell
Ross.
T.
G.
Merriweather,
Now plans are under way
ilehelarship by Pi Gamma Me,
flora's home.
College has been admitted to
Rev.
L.
E.
Theus
officiating.
Hixie Burt of Memphis was
Clinton Mosley, Matthew MonGenola Redd has returned Rawls Funeral Home was in corporate membership in the for the annual March of Dimes 13.-Cerresponetance
national social science honor
nette, Arter King, Willie Barto her job as principal at charge.
American Association of Uni- Drive.
Clubs
society, for graduate study at ham, Dan Chandler,
Rev. John Arthur Ivory and Iola Mitch- Goodman School following a
Our sympathy to Dorothy
Last rites for Hampton versity Women.
any institute.
1.07551.5' HE HAPPY. JOIN TM:
Thomas, Rev. J. B. Brown, ell.
short illness.
Brooks were held at Mt. Plan. Announcement of the high Maiden In the death of her American
nOx 757. Gary, Ind.
honor was made by Dr. Sam- husband, John Cornelius Send for Information today.
uel D. Proctor, president of Maiden, a nationally-known
30—Fegiale MO Wolfed
labor leader.
the college.
•. •
yaws - N. Y. to PH vat. Tleasts
He said that the college had
Het nibs welting, U. & IC AM.,
Major and
Sterner been placed on the
Mrs. James 710 Poet Ara, Wetttoury,
T.
qualified ,list of the AIM. Abrams of Raleigh, N.C., and
33-34•141 & Female Holy
A statement released earlier their four Sons were holiday
Wanted
by Dr. Blanche H. Dow, na- guests of his mother, Mrs. Cotional president of the organi- ra Abrams.
Ireitha Williams is employzation, stated that women
graduates of A&T College, in- ed by the IBM Company in
NI)
cluding those who graduated Milwaukee, Wis.
•
•
•
with a recognized baccalau•
Waffled In sill stall advartletps In
reate or higher degree prior to Here for the funeral of Mrs. the
Memphis market Wu pay 36 per
and 3A pet tont onntrast sornthe AAUW listing, are now Nannie Mason, who was tuner- 0451
wilehlon an the dollar
sliced
at
First Baptist Church, Tha Now To•litat• Delander
eligible for membership in the
S Welantton et
Graymont were: Madge and Th
Association.
Memphis. Tennat•••
Mrs. Lucille JeweD, a mem- Red Richboure and Velma
ber of the A&T faculty in the Coar of Tuskegee Institute
111—Suburban. Out-01•
Department of English and and Cleophas Mason and
Tewn-Real-tatate
a long time member of the daughter of New York.
• ••
Association, was named by Dr.
nneurx 031 4 CITY LOTII. HR. ALT.
rig. Lem laA•a. PlO. .551r54.
Gwen and Clerence Pruitt All-15,paved.
Proctor as liaison officer beOa la. /eau/. berme* a
tween the college and the and children (he is with the weithorelripi PS. I. etesteet. inze
skaaes
St., cwarelitis.
Air Force and they have been
AAUW.
CHOIR TO TOUR
Dr. Proctor hailed the AA. stationed in Alberta. Cana- 112—Spiritual Advisors
The Wiley College Choir from Marshall. Texas end,' the direction of
Feb. 7 at 7:45 P. M.. First Methodist Church. Lombard, Feb. 8, 1 P. M. , UW member el another in • dal are visiting with relatives
PRAYER CAN
Gilbert Allen will tour the Chime° area. February 7-9. While In the area
growing list of recognitions here before going to CalifornGlen Ellyn Methodist, In Olen Ellyn. Feb. 9 at 9 A. M. anti 11 A. M ;
4bich have recently come to ia for now duties.
HELP YOU
they will give Six concerts in Methodist churches of the Rock River ConElmhurst Methodist, Feb. 9 at 4 P. M. and the Glenview Methodist church
•
•
•
TIM) OUT HOW MilLACLIC OP
the college and as evidence of
ference. Dr. T. Winston Cole. Preeident of the College will he speaker
vrtATER
at 8:00 P. M.
increasing opportunities for John Marvin Driver. station- ran VW% amnesia for yew IOW alale.
during the tour. Appearances will cover the North Shore Methodist Church
bee 774 Cliteagei 110,
service by A&T alumnae.
ed in Honolulu, came home to
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Hamilton PTA To Bishop's Players To Present
d
ase
s
Ple
tor
Doc
ro
Neg
Honor Members 'St. Joan' Here, Feb. 18
With Court Agreement Founders' Day

BR
-•!
•e•

Shaw's a preface to "Saint Joan",
Bernard
George
w
own territory of Fran
"Saint Joan", a magnificent whose
Hamilton High School PTA drama, will be presented by
plans to hold its monthly the Bishop's Players, at MetI staffs of those doctors who
ropolitan Baptist Church, TV
Leaders of the ,Committee to End Discrimination ameet professional and moral meeting in the school's auditorium, Tuesday Feb. 11, at Walker St. Tuesday, Feb. 18,
in Chicago Medical Institutions(CED) were extremely qualifications.
be
will
A
program
p.m.
7:30
at i P.M., sponsored by Sigma
gratified over the court agreement that will allow
Dr. Quentin. Young, a CED two-fold in purpose. The first Gamma Rho Sorority as one
Negro doctors to practice in 'the majority of Cook board member, said of the part will consist of commen- effort in the 1964 scholarship
County hospitals.
greement, "The settlement of- orating "Founders Day" Miss project.
the subscribing hospitals is- ers considerable hope in an- Harry M. Simons, principal of
A "committee of counsel,"
The play by Shaw is considhospitvor appointment to the
problem, of Magnolia School, will be guest ered
swering the
appointed by Judge Hubert L.
the finest of several plays
be
will
.
.
.
Music
speaker
the
for
plan
asa
in
the
working
course,
Will, developed
by the high school about Joan of Arc. Jon Terry
rendered
com-man
seven
a
hospitals
the
of
that
operation
sumption
the leading
club, The Miester Singers. will play one of
'with any fuwork in good faith, it should glee
of California he
was held mission to deal
Some of the Founders of roles- A native
arise
may
that
SHELBY COUNTY-MEM- The surprise party
Hospital
of
complaints
n
help integratio
backhome on Wil- ture
HarniAon High School PTA brings a varied theatrical
PHIS RETIRED TEACHERS at the honoree's
physician has been destaffrs
ground to the Biliop's ComJan. 43, and the that a
will be honored.
the medito
nt
COUNCIL held its January liams Street
out,
appointme
point
did
..
.
DYoung
nied
pany, which offers a reperMr:. Owen's
meeting at Sarah H. Brown occasion marked
hospital by rea'This would be a hollow vic- The second part of the pro- toire of seven plays designed
Mrs. Owen had cal staff of a
devoted to
be
will
Branch YWCA at 1104 Missis- 86th birthday.
gram
prejudice.
racial
doctors
not
sufficient
of
if
son
ory
with the chancel of the'church
record of having
conferences,
sippi Blvd. recently, with Miss the unique
would choose to practice in Parent-Teacher
in mind.
The olan has now been apmeeting until
JON TERRY
be conducted by
will
Jessie Threat, president out- never missed a
which
hospithe
The
of
56
decline
Chicago.
the
of
54
by
ago.,Sharing proved
When staged by the Bishop's,
lining the year's program and several months
the Guidance Department. This
in
physicians
of
Negro
defendants
number
The Bishop'
were
were
pccupied.
was
which
honoree
als
time for Players, "Saint Joan" finds
making committee appoint- the joy of the
eight Nen our community is a reflec- period will allow
her two sons, A. B. Owen, the case and by the
heightened meaning in its nesy Players will provide thought...,
teachwith
confer
to
ments.
parents
named
ion on the bad practices on
insight into modern;
Jr. and William ,F. Owen, and gro physicians who are
their children's vital form; a masterpiece of provoking
A special highlight of the
both staff and patient level." ers concerning
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Wil- plaintiffs.
seems, times, a time when a nation',
that
theatric
excitement
the
during
,
progress
devotional
academic
the
was
meeting
He regarded the agreemedt
be in conliam F. Owen.
All parties have agreed, as
This is being if possible, more significant of people can still
which, though the national
as ao opportunity to revital- first semester.
flict with the world around it. I
by Judge Will, that
it
apfirst
when
suggested
than
CHAT
today
better
CHIT
promote
late
to
the
done
for
period
mourning
ize the profession with young
DR. ARTHUR FALLS
A recent visitor from Los the case should remain inacademic achievement through peared. The Bishop's .Players "Occupied Territory" is a
President Kennedy had passNegro doctors.
Leader in Doctors' Fight
was ARTHUR active for two years, unless
the help a n d awareness of presentation reveals the es- story of Navajo country; a
ed, and the meeting being the Angeles, Calif.,
LEE, who was the the commission plan should
parents of their children's sence of the nine-year-old girl story of a Navajo woman, her
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'Liberal Pensions
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THE PATENTED PLASTIC-COATED, WOOD-GRAIN FINISH
BONDED TO REYNOLDS LIFETIME ALUMINUM
SIDING THAT GIVES INCOMPARABLE PROTECTION

seer

KEEP HEAT OUT
IN SUMMER

no.
pear
prod
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KEEP HEAT IN
IN WINTER

PH.
32
26

COATING
19

SOLMICA

2
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1
R.

PLASTICLAD
ALUMINUM SIDING

R.

1

*WON'T PEEL •WON'T CHIP
•WON'T RUST •WON'T WARP
•WON'T ROT

SOLMICA TOOK REYNOLD'S LIFETIME ALUMINUM
AND ADDED A PERMANENTLY BONDED-ON
PLASTIC FINISH THAT'S 5 TIMES THICKER THAN
ORDINARY SIDING FINISHES TO GIVE YOU PLASTICLAD,
THE PATENTED HOME PROTECTOR.SAY GOODBYE TO
PAINTERS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR MEN FOR AT
LEAST 20 YEARS. CHOOSE FROM 8 DECORATOR COLORS
IN WOOD-GRAINED DESIGNS.

2
Dy

19

20 YEAR GUARANTEE

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
This Smart New
Personal Portable TV

F REE

19

. . of extra cost sviv+n you decide to have PlastiClad protect your home. Its a special introductory
offer . .. so hurry! Take advantage of this offer!
Mail the coupon or call right away!
This special offer good only on new business from
this date on . . for limited time only!

Solmica PlastiCicrd is so incomparable in its protective qualities that it's
guaranteed in writing against defects of manufacturing or basic material, and against chipping, cracking, peeling, rusting, warping or rotting
due to normal weather elements and air! Labor and material replaced
on 20-year pro-rata basis.

MO. 4-0944

CALL

FOR FREE ESTIMATE

. INTEGRITY

TODAY

•
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Out-of•fewn cusfomens
within 200 miles may
cell collect, if interested.
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MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
Ell I own my home
SOLMICA. INC.
I am buying my home
2501 S. Kingshighway, St. Louis, Mo.
I am interested in Solmica Plasticlad Aluminum Siding. Please have representative call me without obligation.
L
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Game Schedule For Hi-Y
6,7,8,9, At Branch YMCA

SPORTS
HORIZON

FEBRUARY
SAT. 1
SAT. 8
SAT. 15
WED. 26
FRI. 28
MARCH —
THU. 5
THU. 5
FRI. 6
MON. 9
MON. 9
TUE. 10
TUE. 10
WED. 11
WED. 11
MON. 16
MON. 16
WED. 18
THU. 19
THU. 19
FRI. 20
MON.23
MON.23
WED.25
FRI. 27

schools and athletics have
SEC FACES CRISIS
long enough
The lily white Southeastern been integrated
for the people to
Conference held its annual In Kentucky
meeting recently in Atlanta, adjust.
and one of its most illustrious In Tennessee Austi,n Peay
members called it quits- Geor- college of Clarksville is curgia Tech pulled out of the rently playing its first Negro
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ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

t

1962 FORD GAL. 2 Or. H.T.
R.H., AT., W.S.W., P.S., AIR. U. CLEAN

1495

3150.00 DOWN WITH
GOOD CREDIT

1960 OLDS. Super 88-2 Dr. H.T.
R.N., A .T., W.S.W., P .S.13.

1645
1795

NO MONEY DOWN
WITH GOOD CREDIT

1961 GHEY. IMP. 2 Or., H.T., R.H., AT., P.S.
30 MONTHS
TO PAY

RAMBLER

Ch m524.
I-1 21842516 Poplar
-0:
mid-south's Largest Used Car Mart
-rn
SALE SALE SALE - S.CLE SALE SALE

BY PUBLIC DEMAND
LARRY LEWIS EXTENDS HIS
CHECK THU FEBRUARY 29,1964

nour

•

50 Gals
of GAS

With Purchase of Cars Listed Below

AUTO LIABILITY $59.46

"NO This is I
Not a Gimmick
$5000 DOWN,
Ride in

FREE

50 Gals.
of GAS

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

outhern Jaguars Win
ver A&M By 114-104

LOOK!

LOOK:

••

CAR WASH $

Know Your Negro History
1
3 On Aug. 30, 1861, Major
3 General John C. Fremont, in
3 command in Missouri, declared the slaves there emancipated. Fremont's order was annulled and he WEIS relieved of
his command.

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE 72

Windy City Fans See
ISO Trounce Wheaton

g

11:00
JACKSON, Miss.—In con11:00
11:00 tinuing efforts to gain equal
4:00 -civil rights, the NAACP has
4:00 announced its intention of intensifying the voter registra4:00 tion campaign here.
The new phase of the cam5:30
4:00 paign was scheduled to be
Feb.
4:00 launched on "Push-Off,"
2, with church sermons in the
5:30
morning and special programs
4:00 in the afternoon.
5:30
Four additional campaign
4:00
workers have been employed
5:30 to assist in the intensified
4:00 effort to place new names on
5:30 the registration
rolls. At
4:00 least 250 persons will be en5:30 gaged in the drive as it pro5:30 gresses.
According to estimates by
4:00
4:00 W. C. Patton, NAACP voter
5:30 registration specialist, approx4:00 imately 800 persons have been
4:00 registered since the NAACP
launched a voter registration
drive here last June.

CARNES vs. HYDE PARK
LINEOLYN vs. HAMILTON
CARVER vs. LINEOLYN
HAMILTON vs. CARNES
LINEOLYN vs. MANASSAS

CARVER vs. CARNES
Y. M. C. A. vs. LINEOLYN
HAMILTON vs. HYDE PARK
EMMANUEL vs. CARVER
HAMILTON vs. KLANDIKE
MANASSAS vs. Y. M. C. A.
CARNES vs. Y. M. C. A.
EMMANUEL vs. LINEOLYN
HAMILTON vs. CARVER
CARNES vs. KLONDIKE
HYDE PARK vs. MANASSAS
EMMANUEL vs. HAMILTON
MANASSAS vs. HAMILTON
KLONDTKE vs. LINEOLYN
Y. M. C. A. vs. HYDE PARK
EMMANUEL vs. MANASSAS
CARVER vs. KLONDIKE
HYDE BARK vs. EMMANUEL
KLONDIKE vs. HYDE PARK
Hi- Y BASKETBALL STANDING
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH Y.M.C.A.
YOUNG MEN
I
4
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BASKETBALL
4
Y.M.C.A.
HUMKO
3
4
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0
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4
O
CARVER
4
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1
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Speed-Up Drive
For New Voters

2348
eLAMAR
195/ Pontiac

$795
$795
s595

1958 Buick
R.H., Dyna-Flow..

1955 Olds.
R.H., Hydra-Matic

IN STOCK to choose from

Buick
1955
2 Dr., .H.T., R.H.,

$395

DynofIaw

1955 Pontiac
h4.
2

298

H.T., Hydra-

1958 Olds.
R.H ,

0,0

$395
S595

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

,
1956
$95
Dr., H.T.,
sDFy,enco ol1.,w 2Buick
01956 Dodge....$495
1956 Buick
Cent., 4 Dr. H.T.,
R.N., Dynaflow

1956 Dodge
4 Dr., Pushbotton
Trans , R.H

1957 Ford
4 Dr., V-8,

NEW
DODGES

$595
$495
$495

DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE

DART
2•Dr. Sedan

$

BLUFF CITY
2348 BUICK 2348
LAMAR

LAMAR

SOUTH
323.2671

323-2611

WITH

rush -Ruffin, nester. Eleclee If Marc Directions'
signals, Tervionnire Ride, Alt•rmitur, AritLY

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH
1170 Onion • I

DODGE"
•. BR 5•8143
Open Evenings

HERE IT IS!

nearly handcuffed by the
Jaguars as he was held to 14
points — six in the first half
and eight in the second.
Arkansas never came closer
than four points to the Jaguars' lead, and this was early
in the game when the score
was 17 to 13. But Love and
Hayes hooked up with a basket maneuver which upped the
score to 19 to 13, and in short
order the lead mounted to 40
to 24.
Southern led at half-time intermission 61 to 44.
Charlie Maxie was big man
on the boards as he hauled
down 21 rebounds. During the
game he shredded the nets for
23 points. All five Jaguar
stalkers ended up with double
digits.'

Proof... your best deal is at Herff!Tear this out! Bring it to us!

THIS CHECK IS ACTUALLY
WORTH $2522 CASH

HERFF FORD

T.e.• CHUCK VALID J... 7-31 11.4 A00000.
isros Resets. Ot Co.,' Bell:Per
•001

PAY To THL7g,
ORDER oF

$

&Ma.

_e

2 Negroes
Enroll Part
Time At Ala. U.
BIRMIN(;HAM, Ala.—(UPI)
— Two Negro students have
been admitted for part time
graduate work at the University of Alabama extension center here, it was announced.
A spokesman at the main
campus in Tuscaloosa declined
to identify the .students, other
than to say they were teachers
in the Birmingham school sys.
tern.
Ile said they were expected
to register for classes some
time this week.
"The courses for which they
are registering are taught by
the university's College of Education and will upgrade their
professional certificates," the
spokesman said.

p
.

• 295 UNION AVE.• 2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
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YOU'VE GOT THE BEST
HERFF FORD SAYS "WE'RE So SURE YOU'LL BE SATISFIED THAT
WITH THIS $25 IN CASH!"
DEAL ON A NEW '64 FORD HERE...WE'RE GUARANTEEING IT
Ow obeys cheek II rod shot the outshoot. if any nor Fool ear
Of truck Or any make yowl corer honk Oen, Mott Ford anent the
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Alpha Pi Chi
Sorors Observe
Founder's Day
Alpha

Pi Chi sorority

MOTHER
CHRISTIAN
IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUARANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,'
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
INDIAN WOMAN, REMEMBER IF THERE IS
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT YOUR
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
WITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED,
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN,
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN. ON
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6873 AT MUNFORD,
TENN. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.

ob-

served Founder's Day last Sunday

afternoon
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The
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Bernice A. Calloway, a teacher at Porter Junior high school.
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Living."
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after

room
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'PAPA BEAR' AND BILLY NICKS
"Papa Bear" and "Billy" Nicks were awarded top honors by the 100%
Wrong Club in Atlanta, Ga. Jan. 31, during the 29th annual AU-Sports
Jamboree. Seen in the center are "Papa Bear" Halos, owner-coach of the
Chicago Bears, and William J. "Billy" Nicks, head football coach at Prairie
View A & M College in Texas. Halos receive'the "Poineer Award" of the
Atlanta Daily World, co-sponsor of the affair. And Nicks received the
Coach Of The Year award. His team was the recipient of the W. A. Scott,
II, Memorial Trophy, sponsored by the Coca Cola company of Atlanta.

AKAs To Present
Fashionetta

The Atlanta Life Insurance company Is the sponsor of the "pioneer" salute
and "The Two Friends Awards,''. memorializing the late A. F. Herndon,
Atisnta Life founder. Four Bears stars received the "friends nod. The
honorees, from left, are, Chariot:1s Blvins, Atlanta, Bill Wade, Nashville,
Tenn., Willie Gallmore, St. Augustine, Fla., and Larry Morris, Decatur,
Ga. Gulf Oil Corporation's southern regional office in Atlanta, is one

JACKSON, Term.- Gamma
Alpha Omega chapter of Alpha
Kappa
Alpha
sorority
has

of the sponsors.

made plans to present its anFashionetta
at
Merry

nual
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Evers Denies 'Open
Warfare' Statement
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comment on the trial
time.

Two B•tirooros, Livin g Room,
Living Room,
Dining Rooms.
Dining Room, Bath and Kitchen
Apartment. H•ot and Watt. furnished.
Must hen. &wenn.
Apply Apartment 19, Joe Branch.

Miss Peggy Ann Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ivory
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
weekly. LifIlifless included.
of 455 Carpenter at., has en- $4.50
Working woman or man, 547 Dutvo.
JAckson 6.0176
listed in the Women's Army
Corps for three years, and is
now training at Fort McClellan,
Ala. A 1962 graduate of Greeter
extra
High school, she attended Ten- 1954 Choy., 210 powergilde,
clean. $395.00 cash, after 530 p.m.,
nessee State university in Nash- pima call - GL 2-3213.
ALL
ville, where she became a mem- 2 TON CHEVY STEP-1N VAN.BACK
DUO
BODY.
ALUMINUM
ber of Delta Sigma Theta so- 'WHEELS, CAPACITY 62.000 Lbe.
condition.
Strld
Call
Excellent
rority and the Social Science 275-3972
club.-IUSARMS photo)
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also true that a trial that did
not result in
justice
being

no

at this

On Dean's List
At Owen College

FORMER CADET

NEED MONEY?

Franklin 14. Gilbert, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harrison Gilbert of
1734 Barksdale. enlisted in the
Army last week and Is now at
Fort Polk. La., for basic trainDean -Registrar Thomas I.
log. A former National De- Willard announces that 14 stutense Cadet Corps member, he dents have been named to the
was graduated last year from 'Dean's List and Honor Roll
' Booker T. Washington High on the basis of work cornpleted during the fall semester
school.-IUSARMS photo)
at ()wen college.

Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost

AFL-CIO Urges

Lawmakers To
Vote On 'Rights'
AFL-CIO

Get-

Payments
$ 12.90

The Dean's List consists of:
the names of students who

$1,000.00
S1,500.00

5 23.70
S 34.50

have carried at least 15 semester hours with a point average of not less than 2.30, with

$2,000.00

$ 45.50

52,500.00

S 56.20

$5,000.00

$/10.82

no grade less than "C". They
Charles L. Cabbage, 2.62;

Be Wise! Choose

are:

Georgia, 2.37; Juanita Branch,
243; Alberti
Johnson, 2.31;

Guards Admit
Ala. Blasts

"On behalf of the AFL-CIO.
I urge you to vote for H. R
7152 as reported by the Ju' TUSCALOOSA, Ala,-(UPI)
diciary Committee, and to re-Two of the five
National
sist all amendments thereto.
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Know Your Negro History
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civil IJohnson 2.00 and
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rights which are now denied
'perkius. 2,00.
them. The resolution of this
issue cannot be justifiably delayed.

12,401

Defense

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON

and

prosecution

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

O.Z. EVERS

at-

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
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charge of netting off
dynamite near a college.

Help Wanted

SALESMEN WANTED

Earn 85000 or more weekly In your
11.13te
Writ..BenJamin Hunter Bo.
1463. Chjo.go, Minors 60807

Salary Guaranteed
895.00 A Week
Call Mr. Hale
948-9508

For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillen. Profitable business. 3 double
load washers new. For further info,'Will
motion mill 948.9620.

For Sale Misc.
2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS $4
Men, automatic self opening push.
button acetate umbrellas. $3.00 ea.,
Blue dents, ahoy apron. $1.25 ea.. Long
playing Phonograph mottle of Na)'
Charles. 1..B. King. Duke Ellington,
Etta James. Teddy
Garner, etc. $1.50 no. We pay postage.
Illuetrated
for
Write
sheet:
price
AMERICAN NEGRO MAIL ORDER
CO. 3512 S. Mahican Blvd., Chicago.
111. - 60653

Help Wanted
Of lal•s..orn•n

to

mill

Good Income
Coll 948.0172
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